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Welcome to today’s workshop. Today, we’re going to learn how to use Respondus 4.0 Campus to create and manage your exam content. 



Learning Objectives

• Become familiar with the Respondus 4.0 interface

• Set up Respondus to work with Blackboard

• Set up and Import Word documents

• Publish Respondus tests to Blackboard

• Add or edit questions directly using the Editor

• Obtain tests and pools from the test bank network

• Change test settings prior to publishing

• Retrieve existing tests from Blackboard for printing or conversion

• Archive and share tests with others. 
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These are the learning objectives for today’s session. 



The Respondus 4.0 Interface

• Notice the tabs across the top

• Overview of menu items down the left

• Setting the Personality
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When you open Respondus 4.0, you will notice that there are two menus, one across the top, and one across the left. The tabs across the top are different menus. Down the left of each menu are options specific to that menu. For example, here on the Start tab, you have Open or Create, which is the default option, and you have Introduction. If you select Introduction, you will find a user guide in case you forget parts of this training. At the top with Open or Create selected, you will see that there is place to select your personality. This is how you tell Respondus what LMS you are using. We are using Blackboard, so be sure to set that as your personality. 



The Start Tab – Importing Questions from Word

• How to format a Word document for import

• Two ways to show correct answers

• Include tables, images, etc. 

• What about different question types?

• Change the point values

• Complete the import

• Locate the help documentation showing how to set up the Word file
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Under the current personality are several different actions. The one we’re going to focus on right now is the Import option, which is how you convert a Word test into a Blackboard test. Before you can import the test into Respondus, there is some formatting that must be done in Word, first. Let’s open a Word test bank I downloaded from one of the Publishers and I’ll show you a couple of ways to convert it. So, as you can see from this example, there is a lot of extraneous information included for each question. The correct answer is shown above each question, but not marked or designated in any way. So, there are two ways you can set this up to work with Respondus and designate a correct answer. The first is to put an asterisk in front of the correct answer for each question. Make sure the question is proceeded by a number and either a period or a parenthesis, and the answer choices are formatted the same way. Also note that this does not work if the questions or answers use Word’s automated numbering or lettering, or if the document has been formatted using a table format rather than indents. Another option for indicating the correct answer is to have a list with the question number and correct answer listed at the end. Some publisher test banks are already set up this way, which will save you time. Remove any other superfluous text. However, it is fine to include tables, images, graphs, etc. in the questions or answers. Now, as you can see, this formatting only works for True/False and multiple-choice questions. What if you want to use a multiple answer questions, essays, or even matching? These types of questions just need a “Type” designation to allow you to set them up. Just add the word Type: and the type of question before each question. You can also designate point values in this file, although it is just as easy to do so once the questions are imported. To indicate point values, you can add the line Points: with the value above each question. Once you set up the file for import, you can go ahead and complete the import process. (walk them through this). There is help documentation to show you how to set up the Word file and import it located here. 



The Preview and Publish Tab

• Preview the file

• Publish to Blackboard
• Importing Server Settings
• Selecting a course
• Test or Pool
• Settings
• Location to publish
• Finish
• Viewing the test in Bb
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The next tab across the top that we’re going to look at is the Preview and Publish tab. This tab allows you to preview the test to be sure your questions and answers look the way you expect them to look. I recommend previewing each question, since something as innocuous as a comma instead of a period can cause two answers to run together, or even reveal the entirety of the next question and answer set as a part of one of your answers. Once you are satisfied that the test looks as expected, select the option on the left to publish to Blackboard. The only button on this window is the Publish Wizard. Click that. The first time you publish a test to Blackboard, you will have to set up your server settings. Skip down to number 2 on the publish wizard popup and select “add new server”. Select “Yes – check for preconfigured server settings”. Follow the prompts, giving the server a name like “My Blackboard” and entering your Blackboard username and password. If you are on your own computer, check the box to remember your username and password so you don’t have to enter it each time. Be sure to run the connection test. Once you see that the connection test has been successfully completed, click Next, then Finish. You will now see your new server listed under number 2. Back under number 1, you can opt to publish the test to a single course, multiple courses, or you can publish it as an XML file to your computer and upload it manually to the Blackboard test pools. Let’s leave it set to publish to a single course and click Next. On the next window, you will see a dropdown box with a list of all your courses. These appear in alphabetical order. Be sure to verify the course semester and year when making a selection. Below that, you can decide whether to publish this as a test or a Blackboard test pool. You can either create a new test or pool or replace an existing one. You will note that the name you gave the file on the Start tab is shown here, but you can change it if you desire. Under number three, you can select whether you want to apply test settings to the test you create. I’ll show you how to set those up on another tab. You can also decide whether you want to link the test to a specific content area and set it to be available, or if you just want to publish it to the list of tests and deploy it manually to a content area from inside Blackboard. Once you’ve made your selections, click Next. If you’ve opted to create a test which is linked to a content area, you will see a directory tree structure that reflects the content areas in your course. Select the folder (or subfolder) to which you wish to publish the test and click Next. If you are publishing a test pool or a test not linked to content, you will skip this screen. The status window on the final screen will show you the status of the publish process. Once it is “Completed Successfully”, click Finish. Your test or pool is now published to Blackboard. You can open your Blackboard course to verify it. You will see deployed tests in the content area you selected and can edit the test settings if you want. You will see undeployed tests and pools in the appropriate area of Tests, Surveys, and Pools under the Course Tools menu. 



The Edit tab – Viewing and Editing Questions

• Viewing questions
• Sorting
• Adjusting points
• Searching for a question

• Formatting questions
• Font style
• Function editor
• Media Wizard
• Power Edit
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The Edit tab allows you to edit imported questions, create new questions, or copy questions from another file. Let’s start by viewing the questions. You will see a list of all your questions at the bottom here. These questions can be sorted. For example, if you click on the “Format” heading, your questions are sorted by type. To see more of your questions at once, click the Expanded View button. You can edit the point value for a question. Just click in the field under “Points”, type the new point value, and hit Enter. If you want to search for a question, just type a word or two from the question into the search box and click search. To view all your questions again, click Show All. You can change the format of a question. With a question selected, you can select all or part of the question. At the top you will see a ribbon with editing option like those found in Word. You can make words bold, italicize them, or underline them. You can make something a subscript or superscript. If you opted to install the equation editor when you installed Respondus, you can click the button for the function editor here to create mathematic equations. If you did not install it, Respondus will close. If you need it and it is not installed, put in an ISITE request and a technician will reinstall it with the editor. You can use the HTML button to add or edit HTML code, which is handy if you want to embed something from the web into a question but be careful with this if you are not familiar with HTML code. You also have a media wizard, which lets you upload media from your computer or link to media content on the web. You can link to audio and video content on the web using this method, but please only upload images or files from your computer using the wizard. If you need audio or video content from your computer added to test questions, I can show you how to do that using the ShareStream mashup in Blackboard. Otherwise we may exceed our space allowance on Blackboard. When adding media, be sure to include the Alt-Text when prompted for accessibility purposes. The Power Edit button gives you an expanded list of tools, including the ability to add tables or bulleted lists and change your font style, size, and color. 



The Edit Tab – Creating Questions

• Copying from another file

• Create different question types

• Add answers

• Select correct answer

• Provide feedback for questions/answers

• Assign point values
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Below the list of question types you will see a button called “Copy from another file”. Selecting this option lets you select a file from all your saved Respondus test files. On the list that appears, you can put a check next to the questions you wish to copy. Note that this list can be sorted and searched. After selecting the questions you want to use, you can opt to insert the questions anywhere in the test or add them to the end of the list of questions. You can also create new questions. From the list on the left, select the type of question you want to create. Type the question, answer options, and mark the correct answer(s). You can opt to randomize answers, provide feedback for the question as a whole or for individual answers, and assign a point value. As before, you can opt to insert the question at a specific point in the test or add it to the end. 



Test Bank Network

• Request a test

• Receive approval letter

• Use questions from the test bank
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The last option on the Edit tab is the test bank network. This option is also available on the Start tab. Since we’ve never obtained a test from the test bank network, let’s go back to the Start tab and request one. On the Start Tab, click Test Bank Network. Select “Search for a Publisher Test Bank” and click Next. Click Next again to open a web browser window that will allow you to search the Test Bank network for your textbook. When the webpage opens, you will be able to search by title, author, or keyword to locate your textbook. Locate the correct textbook and edition and click “More Information and Test Bank Request”. Check the box indicating you have adopted the textbook and fill in the information for the university and your contact information. At the bottom, add the course information including start date and enrollment, and click Submit. It can take up to five days for your request to be processed. Once the request is processed you will receive an email which contains a file code and password. I requested a test bank for one of my classes last month, so I have a copy of that email saved for your reference. From the Start Tab, click “Test Bank Network”, select “Register a Test Bank Using a File Code and Password” and click Next.  Enter the file code, password, and your information and click “Link Test Bank”. The test bank will now appear in the list of titles from this window or by clicking the button on the Edit tab. You will be able to create new tests using these questions or add them to existing tests. 



The Settings Tab

• Random Blocks

• Availability 

• Other settings
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As promised, now I will show you the Settings tab. The settings tab allows you to set up some of the test options which can also be set up in Blackboard. The first option on this tab is the Random Blocks option. First, from the Edit tab, be sure your questions appear in the correct order. Click the Random Blocks option on this window, and you will be able to create new random blocks or modify existing random blocks. Select the first and last question to appear in the random block and the number of questions students will receive from the random block. For example, you could create two random blocks – one which contains all the multiple-choice questions from the question pool, from which students will receive 10 randomly selected questions, and one which contains all the essay questions from the question pool, from which students will receive one question. You can set the point values for the blocks, so in my example, you could make the multiple-choice block questions worth one point each and the essay question worth 10 points. After choosing the options for your random block, click Add New Set. The selected questions will be labeled with the block reference. Selecting that Block reference from the Modify an Existing Block option will let you alter any of your settings or delete the block. Clicking Availability on the menu on the left lets you add test instructions, make the test available in Blackboard, set an availability start and end date, add an announcement when the test is released, set the number of attempts permitted, set the time limit, add a due date and time, and set an exam password if desired. We don’t recommend using the “Force Completion” option unless you are allowing unlimited time to complete the test – as this locks the student into a single sitting and can be problematic if the student experiences an interruption in their internet connection, a Blackboard timeout, or their laptop battery dies. The final menu option is “Other Settings”. On this screen you can set up a test as a self-assessment which does not count in the grade book. You can set two rules for what students see when they complete the test – for immediately after submission or after a future event, such as after the due date or after all attempts have been graded. The latter works best for small courses where you are certain all your students are engaged. Students will be able to get feedback on their exam based on these settings, so they can use the results to study for future tests. You can also choose how you want to present the questions, and whether or not to randomize the questions or prohibit backtracking during the test. Remember, if you are using Random Blocks, the questions are already randomized, so be careful not to randomize twice. These settings will be applied to the test in Blackboard if you select the option to apply test settings when publishing. 



The Retrieval & Reports Tab

• Retrieve Questions from Blackboard

• Print a test or save to Word

• Convert to a different personality
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The final tab we are going to look at today is the Retrieval and Reports tab. This option lets you download tests from Blackboard, and it is the easiest way to retrieve Blackboard tests for printing or saving to electronic format. If you plan to teach one of your courses on a different LMS, this method also lets you convert tests to a different personality for publication to that LMS. Let’s start by retrieving a test from Blackboard. From the Retrieval and Reports tab click Retrieve Questions on the menu, then click the button for Retrieve Questions. Select your Blackboard server from the list and click Next. Select the course which contains the test you want to retrieve. Select the test, survey, or pool you wish to download. Provide a unique name for Respondus to use when saving the test. Click Next. The questions will be downloaded and you will get a popup message that the file has been saved. Click OK, then Finish. You can now manipulate the questions on the edit tab, or just print them or save them to Word.  To print the questions or save them to Word, return to the Preview and Publish tab and select Print Options from the menu. You can select the options for how you want to create the file – as exam questions only, exam questions with answers, or as an answer key only. Add any headers you want to appear on each page of the exam. Decide whether or not to randomize the questions and if you want to group questions by type. If desired, select the number of questions to include. Finally, preview your test, save it to a Word file, or send it to the printer. If you are retrieving the test to save it for a different LMS, return to the Start tab and select a new personality before either saving or publishing the test. This brings us to the last option. 



Archive Wizard

• Archive tests and save for later use

• Share tests with other users
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On the Start tab you will see an option called Archive Wizard. This option lets you archive tests and save them for later use. While all your Respondus tests are saved, this process stores test questions, media, equations, and  personality are stored in a single compressed file. This is a great way to offload tests onto a flash drive to take to another computer, and also allows you to email tests and share them with colleagues. Click the Archive Wizard, select the Respondus Test you wish to archive, and click Next. If you wish to change the name or location of the archive file, click Browse. Otherwise, click Next, then Finish. You can now copy the file to a flash drive or email it to another user. To open it in another instance of Respondus, click Open, then Archive and browse for and select the file. 



Quality, Excellence, and Innovation in 21st Century Instruction  

Department of Learning Technology 

• Please Contact the iSITE Service Desk for Any Issues 
You May Have:

• Phone: (903) 334-6603
• Submit a Support Request Ticket: 

http://isite.tamut.edu
• Email: iSITE@tamut.edu

• Please Include a Phone Number When 
Emailing.
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This concludes today’s training. Be sure to check out the professional development calendar for other training or contact the Department of Learning Technology to schedule an individual or group training session. Please call the IT Service Desk or open an ISITE ticket if you have any issues with Respondus or any other school provided technology. 

http://isite.tamut.edu/
mailto:iSITE@tamut.edu
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